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Abstract—An efficient way of noise reduction has been 
presented: A modified Costas loop called as Masterpiece. The 
basic version of the Costas loop has been developed for SSB SC 
demodulation, but the same circuit can be applied for QAM 
demodulation as well. Noise sensitivity of the basic version has 
been decreased. One trick is the transformation of the real 
channel input into complex signal, the other one is the 
application of our folding algorithm. The result is that the
Masterpiece provides a 4QAM symbol error rate (SER) of 6*10-
4 for input signal to noise ratio (SNR) of -1 dB. In this paper, an 
improved version of the original Masterpiece is introduced. The 
complex channel input signal is normalized, and rotational 
average is applied. The 4QAM result is SER of 3*10-4 for SNR 
of -1 dB. At SNR of 0 dB, the improved version produces 100 
times better SER than that the original Costas loop does.
Keywords—noise, symbol error rate, QAM, Costas loop, 
Hilbert filter, folding algorithm
I. INTRODUCTION
Noise reduction is an important problem in 
communications. Digital communications are also sensitive to 
the noise. Effect of the noise can be detected by the symbol 
error rate (SER) as a function of signal to noise ratio (SNR). 
A possible circuit for noise reduction in digital 
communications is the Costas loop [1] whose original version 
has been developed for SSB SC demodulation. Essentially the 
same version can be used for 4QAM (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. Phase locked loop. The VCO output phase is related to the phase of 
the input signal. A simple modification can be used for frequency 
multiplication
Fig. 2. Costas loop for 4QAM demodulation
Costas loop has been formulated from the phase locked 
loop (PLL, Fig. 1) [1] with introduction of separate branches 
for I and Q signals. A combination of the I and Q signals is
used as VCO driving signal, and the two mixers have been 
supplied by the same VCO output signal and its phase shifted 
version, respectively. To understand the details of operation 
and its analytical treatment, please refer to [2].
The problem is that this Costas loop version is noise 
sensitive. Several tricks can be applied to decrease its noise 
sensitivity. Here we list them and apply some of them 
simultaneously.
Complex Costas loop
Real Costas loop is known primarily for SSB 
demodulation. Complex Costas loop is intended basically for 
QAM demodulation. From the real input signal, an analytical 
complex signal is formulated using Hilbert filter. Similarly, 
analytical version of the VCO signal is formulated. 
Accordingly, Complex Costas loop comprises a complex 
mixer and VCO signal also should be complex. In other 
respects, structure is the same as that for real Costas loop. 
Basic advantages are that BER can be better at the same value 
of SNR.
Averaging method
This is a method for stopping the rotation of the 
constellation diagram. In the VCO drive branch, signal is 
averaged in parallel using two different time constants. If the 
results are the same, then the constellation diagram stops 
rotation.
4th power method
Used for carrier recovery of 4 QAM. If the receiver input 
signal is raised to the 4th power, then the four constellation 
points are transformed into the same point. That means, in 
one step, all information has been removed but the carrier. 
Advantage is very exact reproduction of the carrier. Noise 
sensitive.
Pulse counting method
For stopping rotation of the constellation diagram. 
Horizontal and vertical projections of the rotating 
constellation diagram contain extra steps compared to the 
case without rotation. Making pulses from steps by 
differentiation and counting and minimizing the number of 
steps, can be used for stopping rotation.
Folding method
Very much noise insensitive. Replaces 4th power method. 
Constellation diagram is folded along an axis then the result 
is shifted into a symmetric position with respect to the origin. 
This step is repeated until one point (the carrier) remains. 
This method can be used for real Costas loop as well, and for 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Noise reduction is an important problem in 
communications. Digital communications are also sensitive to 
the noise. Effect of the noise can be detected by the symbol 
error rate (SER) as a function of signal to noise ratio (SNR). 
A possible circuit for noise reduction in digital 
communications is the Costas loop [1] whose original version 
has been developed for SSB SC demodulation. Essentially the 
same version can be used for 4QAM (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. Phase locked loop. The VCO output phase is related to the phase of 
the input signal. A simple modification can be used for frequency 
multiplication
Fig. 2. Costas loop for 4QAM demodulation
Costas loop has been formulated from the phase locked 
loop (PLL, Fig. 1) [1] with introduction of separate branches 
for I and Q signals. A combination of the I and Q signals is
used as VCO driving signal, and the two mixers have been 
supplied by the same VCO output signal and its phase shifted 
version, respectively. To understand the details of operation 
and its analytical treatment, please refer to [2].
The problem is that this Costas loop version is noise 
sensitive. Several tricks can be applied to decrease its noise 
sensitivity. Here we list them and apply some of them 
simultaneously.
Complex Costas loop
Real Costas loop is known primarily for SSB 
demodulation. Complex Costas loop is intended basically for 
QAM demodulation. From the real input signal, an analytical 
complex signal is formulated using Hilbert filter. Similarly, 
analytical version of the VCO signal is formulated. 
Accordingly, Complex Costas loop comprises a complex 
mixer and VCO signal also should be complex. In other 
respects, structure is the same as that for real Costas loop. 
Basic advantages are that BER can be better at the same value 
of SNR.
Averaging method
This is a method for stopping the rotation of the 
constellation diagram. In the VCO drive branch, signal is 
averaged in parallel using two different time constants. If the 
results are the same, then the constellation diagram stops 
rotation.
4th power method
Used for carrier recovery of 4 QAM. If the receiver input 
signal is raised to the 4th power, then the four constellation 
points are transformed into the same point. That means, in 
one step, all information has been removed but the carrier. 
Advantage is very exact reproduction of the carrier. Noise 
sensitive.
Pulse counting method
For stopping rotation of the constellation diagram. 
Horizontal and vertical projections of the rotating 
constellation diagram contain extra steps compared to the 
case without rotation. Making pulses from steps by 
differentiation and counting and minimizing the number of 
steps, can be used for stopping rotation.
Folding method
Very much noise insensitive. Replaces 4th power method. 
Constellation diagram is folded along an axis then the result 
is shifted into a symmetric position with respect to the origin. 
This step is repeated until one point (the carrier) remains. 
This method can be used for real Costas loop as well, and for 
QAM of arbitrary degree. BER of 0.01 is possible at SNR of 
-4 dB.
Normalization
Used before correlation. Complex signal is normalized 
exploiting that exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
used for real signal.
Limitation
of the VCO drive signal. Used for stopping rotation, 
especially in large noise. We observed that adding a large 
noise to the useful signal at the input of the Costas loop, 
significantly increases VCO drive signal thus causing 
rotation. Limitation of the VCO signal from below and above, 
limits the effect of the noise on the VCO signal.
QAM sc
It is observed that carrier in the receiver input signal 
interferes with the carrier produced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the receiver input has 
been removed by a filter.
Correlation method
Used for stopping rotation. QAM signal is produced in 
two different ways and the results are correlated. Deviation 
of the correlation coefficient from 1 is used as VCO drive 
signal.
Differential coding
Used for stopping rotation. Differential coding is not 
affected by rotation. We code the modulation signal with 
differential coding, and after demodulation, we use the same 
code for decoding [5].
II. APPLICATION OF COMPLEX INPUT SIGNALS 
Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between the channel and the input of the Costas loop
[2] (Fig. 3). Essence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. We add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect on noise reduction.
Fig. 3. Transformation of the real channel signal into a normalized complex 
signal
It is widely known that in order to produce an analytic 
signal, imaginary part of the signal can be formulated by 
application of a Hilbert filter for the real signal [1]. Narrow-
band approximation of a Hilbert filter is a 90 deg phase shifter 
or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
application of a complex signal and its normalization has 
been shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. We detail these 
modifications in Section V.
III. THE FOLDING ALGORITHM 
Folding algorithm [3] means two foldings for 4QAM, one 
across the real axis and another one across the imaginary axis 
(Fig. 5-7). As the noise is different around all points of the 
constellation diagram, folding algorithm averages noise. 
Folding algorithm is applicable for higher order constellation 
diagrams as well. We consider here 4QAM only.
Fig. 4. Effect of application of a complex signal and its normalization on 
noise properties. Three curves for SER vs. SNR are shown. The upper 
curve is without complex signal. The middle curve is with complex signal 
but without normalization. Bottom curve is with normalization
Fig. 5. Explanation of the folding algorithm for 4QAM. Left: The original 
4QAM. Middle: After a folding across the Re axis. Right: After a folding 
across the Im axis. Only one point remains, it is perfect for carrier recovery
Fig. 6. Part of the system realizing the folding algorithm
Fig. 7. Result of the application of the folding algorithm. Upper curve: 
Basic Costas loop, lower curve: With folding algorithm
QA  of arbitrary degree. BER of 0.01 is possible at SNR of 
-4 dB.
Normalization
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exploiting that exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
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I. INTRODUCTION
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the noise. Effect of the noise can be detected by the symbol 
error rate (SER) as a function of signal to noise ratio (SNR). 
A possible circuit for noise reduction in digital 
communications is the Costas loop [1] whose original version 
has been developed for SSB SC demodulation. Essentially the 
same version can be used for 4QAM (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. Phase locked loop. The VCO output phase is related to the phase of 
the input signal. A simple modification can be used for frequency 
multiplication
Fig. 2. Costas loop for 4QAM demodulation
Costas loop has been formulated from the phase locked 
loop (PLL, Fig. 1) [1] with introduction of separate branches 
f r I and Q signals. A combination f the I and Q sig als is
used as VCO driving signal, nd the two mixers have been 
supplied by the same VCO output signal and its phase shifted 
version, respectively. To understand the details of operation 
and its analytical treatment, please refer to [2].
The problem is that this Costas lo p version is noise 
sensitive. Several tricks can be applied to decrease its noise 
sensitivity. Here we list th m and apply som  of them 
simultaneously.
Complex Costas loop
Real Costas l  is known primarily for SSB 
demodulati n. Complex Costas loop is intended basically for 
QAM dem dulation. From the real input signal, an anal tical 
complex signal is formulated using Hilbert filter. Similarly, 
analytical version of the VCO signal is formulated. 
Accordingly, C mplex Costas loop compri es a complex 
mixer and V O signal al o sh uld be complex. In other 
respects, structure is the same as that for real Costas loop. 
Basi  advantages are t at BER can be bette at the same value 
of SNR.
Averaging method
This is a method for stopping the rotation of the 
constellation diagram. In the VCO driv  branch, signal is 
averaged in par llel using two different time constants. If the 
results are the same, then the constellation diagram stops 
rotation.
4th power method
Used for carrier recovery of 4 QAM. If the receiver input 
signal is raised to the 4th power, then the fou  onstellation 
points are transformed int  the same point. That m ans, in 
one tep, all inf rmatio  has been removed but the carrier. 
Advantage is ve y exact reproduction of the carrier. Noise 
sensitive.
Pulse counting method
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Horizontal a d vertical projections of the rotating 
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case without rotation. Making pulses from steps by 
differentiation and c unting and minimizing the number of 
steps, can be use  for stopping rotation.
Folding method
Very much n ise insensitive. Replaces 4th power method. 
Constellation diagram is folded along an axis then the result 
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This step is repeated until one point (the carrier) remai s. 
This method can b  used for r al Costas loop as well, and for 
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QAM of arbitrary degree. BER of 0.01 is possible at SNR of 
-4 dB.
Normalization
Used before correlation. Complex signal is normalized 
exploiting that exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
used for real signal.
Limitation
of the VCO drive signal. Used for stopping rotation, 
especially in large noise. We observed that adding a large 
noise to the useful signal at the input of the Costas loop, 
significantly increases VCO drive signal thus causing 
rotation. Limitation of the VCO signal from below and above, 
limits the effect of the noise on the VCO signal.
QAM sc
It is observed that carrier in the receiver input signal 
interferes with the carrier produced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the receiver input has 
been removed by a filter.
Correlation method
Used for stopping rotation. QAM signal is produced in 
two different ways and the results are correlated. Deviation 
of the correlation coefficient from 1 is used as VCO drive 
signal.
Differential coding
Used for stopping rotation. Differential coding is not 
affected by rotation. We code the modulation signal with 
differential coding, and after demodulation, we use the same 
code for decoding [5].
II. APPLICATION OF COMPLEX INPUT SIGNALS 
Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between the channel and the input of the Costas loop
[2] (Fig. 3). Essence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. We add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect on noise reduction.
Fig. 3. Transformation of the real channel signal into a normalized complex 
signal
It is widely known that in order to produce an analytic 
signal, imaginary part of the signal can be formulated by 
application of a Hilbert filter for the real signal [1]. Narrow-
band approximation of a Hilbert filter is a 90 deg phase shifter 
or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
application of a complex signal and its normalization has 
been shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. We detail these 
modifications in Section V.
III. THE FOLDING ALGORITHM 
Folding algorithm [3] means two foldings for 4QAM, one 
across the real axis and another one across the imaginary axis 
(Fig. 5-7). As the noise is different around all points of the 
constellation diagram, folding algorithm averages noise. 
Folding algorithm is applicable for higher order constellation 
diagrams as well. We consider here 4QAM only.
Fig. 4. Effect of application of a complex signal and its normalization on 
noise properties. Three curves for SER vs. SNR are shown. The upper 
curve is without complex signal. The middle curve is with complex signal 
but without normalization. Bottom curve is with normalization
Fig. 5. Explanation of the folding algorithm for 4QAM. Left: The original 
4QAM. Middle: After a folding across the Re axis. Right: After a folding 
across the Im axis. Only one point remains, it is perfect for carrier recovery
Fig. 6. Part of the system realizing the folding algorithm
Fig. 7. Result of the application of the folding algorithm. Upper curve: 
Basic Costas loop, lower curve: With folding algorithm
QAM of rbitrary degree. BER of 0.01 is possible at SNR of 
-4 dB.
Normaliz tion
Used before correlation. Complex signal is normalized 
exploiting that exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
used for real signal.
Limitation
of the VCO drive signal. Used for stopping rotati n, 
especially in larg  noise. We observed th t adding  large 
noise to the useful signal at the input of the Costas l op, 
significantly increases VCO drive signal thus causing 
rotation. Limitation of the VCO signal from below and above, 
limits the eff ct of t e noise on the VCO signal.
QAM sc
It is observed that carri r in the receiv r input signal 
interferes with the carrier produced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the receiver input has 
been r moved by a filter.
Correlation metho
Used for st pping rotation. QAM signal is produced in 
two different ways and the results are correlated. Deviation 
of the correl tion coefficient from 1 is used as VCO drive 
signal.
Differential coding
Used for stopping rotation. Differential coding is not 
affected by rotation. We code the modulation signal with 
differential coding, and after demodulation, we use the same 
code for decoding [5].
II. APPLICATION OF COMPLEX INPUT SIGNALS 
Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between th  chan el and the input of the Costas loop
[2] (Fig. 3). Essence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. We add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect on noise reduction.
Fig. 3. Transformation of the real channel signal into a normalized complex 
signal
It is widely known that in ord r to produce an analytic 
signal, imagin ry part of th  signal c n be formulated by 
application of a Hilbert filter for the real signal [1]. Narrow-
band approxim tion of a Hilbert filter is a 90 deg phase shifter 
or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove  part of the noise from the co plex sig al, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
application f a complex signal and its normalization has 
been shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the blo k into the Costas loop,  
complex mixer must be used inst ad of t  two real mix rs, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. We detail these 
modifications in Section V.
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exploiting that exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
used for real signal.
Limitation
of the VCO drive signal. Used for stopping rotation, 
especially in large noise. e observed that adding a large 
noise to the useful signal at the input of the Costas loop, 
significantly increases VCO drive signal thus causing 
rotation. Limitation of the VCO signal from below and above, 
limits the effect of the noise on the VCO signal.
QAM sc
It is observed that carrier in the receiver input signal 
interferes with the carrier produced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the receiver input has 
been removed by a filter.
Correlation method
Used for stopping rotation. QA  signal is produced in 
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of the correlation coefficient from 1 is used as VCO drive 
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Differential coding
Used for stopping rotation. Differential coding is not 
affected by rotation. e code the modulation signal with 
differential coding, and after demodulation, we use the same 
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II. APPLICATION OF COMPLEX INPUT SIGNALS 
Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between the channel and the input of the Costas loop
[2] (Fig. 3). Essence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. e add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect on noise reduction.
Fig. 3. Transformation of the real channel signal into a normalized complex 
signal
It is widely known that in order to produce an analytic 
signal, imaginary part of the signal can be formulated by 
application of a Hilbert filter for the real signal [1]. Narrow-
band approximation of a Hilbert filter is a 90 deg phase shifter 
or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
application of a complex signal and its normalization has 
been shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. e detail these 
modifications in Section V.
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Folding algorithm [3] means two foldings for 4QA , one 
across the real axis and another one across the imaginary axis 
(Fig. 5-7). As the noise is different around all points of the 
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diagrams as well. e consider here 4QA  only.
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band approximation of a Hilbert filter is a 90 deg phase shifter 
or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
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been shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
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interferes with the carrier produced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the receiver input has 
been removed by a filter.
Correlation method
Used for stopping rotation. QAM signal is produced in 
two different ways and the results are correlated. Deviation 
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Correlation method
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or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
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be n shown n Fig. 4.
Because of inser io  of the block in o the Cos s loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there i  a 
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Normalization
Used before correlation. Complex signal is normalized 
expl iting th  exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
use  for real signal.
Limitation
of the VCO drive signal. Used for stopping rotation, 
especially in large noise. We observed that adding a large 
noise to the useful signal at the input of the Costas loop, 
significantly increases VCO drive signal thus causing 
rotation. Limitation of the VCO signal from below and above, 
limits the effect of the noise on the VCO signal.
QAM sc
It is observed that carrier in the receiver in ut signal 
interferes with the carr er pro uced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the receiver input has 
been removed by a filter.
C relation method
Used for stopping rotation. QAM signal is produced in 
two different ways and the results are correlated. Deviation 
of the correlation coefficient from 1 is used as VCO drive 
signal.
Diff r tial coding
Used for stopping rotation. Differential coding is not 
affected by rotation. We code the modulation signal with 
differential coding, and after demodulation, we use the same 
code for decoding [5].
II. APPLICATION OF COMPLEX INPUT SIGNALS 
Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between the channel and the input of the Costas loop
[2] (Fig. 3). Essence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. We add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect n noise reduction.
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To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
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application of a complex s gnal and its normalization as 
been sh wn in Fig. 4.
Bec use of in rtion of the block into he Costas loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two re l mixer , 
the VCO s gnal must also be complex and there is a 
modifi tion at the beginning of the branches. We d tail these 
modifications in Section V.
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been removed by a filter.
Correlation method
Used for stopping rotation. QAM signal is produced in 
two different ways and the results are correlated. Deviation 
of the correlation coeffici nt fro  1 is used as VCO drive 
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Differential coding
Used for stopping rotation. Differential coding is not 
affected by rotation. We code th  modulation signal with 
differential coding, and after demodulation, we use the same 
code for decoding [5].
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Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between the channel and the input of the Costas loop
[2] (Fig. 3). Es ence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. We add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect on noise reduction.
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or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
application of a co plex signal and its normalization has 
b en shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. We detail these 
modifications in Section V.
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especially in large noise. We observed that adding a large 
noise to the useful signal at the input of the Costas loop, 
significantly increase  VCO drive signal thus causing 
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interferes with the carrier produced by the Costas loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideban ) at the receiver input has 
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Differential coding
Us d for stopping rotatio . Differential coding is not 
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a significant effect on noise reduction.
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It is widely known that in rder to produce an analytic 
signal, imaginary part of the signal can be formulated by 
applicatio of a Hilbert filter for the real signal [1]. Narrow-
b nd approximation of a Hilb rt filter is a 90 d g phase shifter 
or the corresponding delay circuit.
To remove a part of the noise from the complex signal, it 
is normalized by setting its absolute value to unity. Effect of 
application of a complex signal and its normalization h s
be n show  in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
compl x mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal ust also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. We detail these 
modifications in Section V.
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across the real axis and another one across the imaginary axis 
(Fig. 5-7). As the noise is different around all points of the 
constellation diagram, folding algorithm averages noise. 
Folding algorithm is applicable for higher order constellation 
diagrams as well. We consider here 4QAM only.
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(Fig. 5-7). As the noise is different around all points of the 
constellation diagram, folding algorithm averages noise. 
Folding algorithm is applicable for higher order constellation 
diagrams as well. We consider here 4QAM only.
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exploiting that exp(jωt) has an absolute value of 1. Cannot be 
used for real signal.
Limitation
of the VCO dr ve signal. Used for stopping rotation,
especially in large n ise. We observed t at a ding a large 
noise to the useful signal t the put of th  Costas lo p, 
significantly incr ases VCO dr ve signal thus causi
rotation. Limitation of the VCO sign l from below and above, 
limits the eff ct of the oise on th  VCO signal.
QAM sc
It is o s rv d that carrier in the r ceiver input signal 
interferes with the carrier roduced by the Costa  loop. Thus 
carrier (and possibly one sideband) at the r ceiver input has 
been removed by a filter.
Correlation method
Used for stopping r tati n. QAM signal is pr duced i  
two different ways and the results are correlated. Devi tion 
of the correlation coefficient from 1 is used as VCO drive 
signal.
Differential co ing
Used for stopping r tation. Differential codi g is not 
affected by rot tion. We code the mo ul i n signal with 
differential coding, nd after demodula ion, we use the same 
code for decoding [5].
II. APPLICATION OF COMPLEX INPUT SIGNALS 
Basic version of the Costas loop is changed by inserting a 
block between the channel and the input of the Costas lo p
[2] (Fig. 3). Essence of the change is application of complex 
signals [2]. However, in [2], the advantages are not fully 
exploited. We add normalization of the input signal, that has 
a significant effect on noise reduction.
Fig. 3. Transformation f the real cha nel sign l into a o maliz d complex 
signal
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is normalized by setting its absol te value to unity. Effect of 
application of a complex signal a d its normalization has 
been shown in Fig. 4.
Because of insertion of the block into the Costas loop, a 
complex mixer must be used instead of the two real mixers, 
the VCO signal must also be complex and there is a 
modification at the beginning of the branches. We detail these 
modifications in Section V.
III. THE FOLDING ALGORI  
Folding algorithm [3] m ans two folding  4QAM, one 
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constellation diagra , folding algorithm averages n ise. 
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diagrams as well. We cons der here 4QAM only.
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Fig. 6. Part of the system realizing the folding algorithm
Fig. 7. Result of the application of the folding algorithm. Upper curve: 
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE ROTATIONAL AVERAGE
Based on the right graph in Fig. 5, a new idea occurs. The 
noise can also be averaged after folding algorithm, if the 
noise in the neighborhood of the remaining constellation 
point is rotated around the point. We try one 90 deg rotation
as shown in Fig. 8-10, but the number of rotations can be 
arbitrary.
Fig. 8. Sketch of application of rotation





= 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼. Not jIm, this is not an error.
Fig. 10. Result of application of rotational average. Upper curve: Folding 
algorithm alone, lower curve: With application of rotational average. For 
bad SNR, the two algorithms offer approximately the same performance. 
But at slightly better SNR, the advantage of the rotational average is 
obvious
V. THE IMPROVED MASTERPIECE
First, we show the schematics including complex signals with 
normalization, folding, and rotational average (Fig. 11, at the 
end of the paper). Noise properties are shown in Fig. 12.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an effective method for noise reduction for 
4QAM communications has been shown. Other Hungarian 
efforts on decreasing the effect of interference and noise are 
found in [6]. Our intention is application of this circuit in our 
version of quantum communication system.
Main statements are the new modifications of the Costas loop 
for achieving better noise properties: Using complex, 
normalized input signal (Fig. 3), the folding method (Fig. 6) 
and the rotational averaging (Fig. 9). These methods may 
result in breaking the Shannon formula: The most recent 
version can also work at SNR=-22 dB [7].
Fig. 12. Noise properties of the improved Masterpiece compared to the 
basic Costas loop
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In this paper an effective method for noise reduction for 
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE ROTATIONAL AVERAGE
Based on the right graph in Fig. 5, a new idea occurs. The 
noise can also be averaged after folding algorithm, if the 
noise in the neighborhood of the remaining constellation 
point is rotated around the point. We try one 90 deg rotation
as shown in Fig. 8-10, but the number of rotations can be 
arbitrary.
Fig. 8. Sketch of application of rotation
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Fig. 10. Result of application of rotational average. Upper curve: Folding 
algorithm alone, lower curve: With application of rotational average. For 
bad SNR, the two algorithms offer approximately the same performance. 
But at slightly better SNR, the advantage of the rotational average is 
obvious
V. THE IMPROVED MASTERPIECE
First, we show the schematics including complex signals with 
normalization, folding, and rotational average (Fig. 11, at the 
end of the paper). Noise properties are shown in Fig. 12.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an effective method for noise reduction for 
4QAM communications has been shown. Other Hungarian 
efforts on decreasing the effect of interference and noise are 
found in [6]. Our intention is application of this circuit in our 
version of quantum communication system.
Main statements are the new modifications of the Costas loop 
for achieving better noise properties: Using complex, 
normalized input signal (Fig. 3), the folding method (Fig. 6) 
and the rotational averaging (Fig. 9). These methods may 
result in breaking the Shannon formula: The most recent 
version can also work at SNR=-22 dB [7].
Fig. 12. Noise properties of the improved Masterpiece compared to the 
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE ROTATIONAL AVERAGE
Based on the right graph in Fig. 5, a new idea occurs. The 
noise can also be averaged after folding algorithm, if the 
noise in the neighborhood of the remaining constellation 
point is rotated around the point. We try one 90 deg rotation
as shown in Fig. 8-10, but the number of rotations can be 
arbitrary.
Fig. 8. Sketch of application of rotation
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But at slightly better SNR, the advantage of the rotational average is 
obvious
V. THE IMPROVED MASTERPIECE
First, we show the schematics including complex signals with 
normalization, folding, and rotational average (Fig. 11, at the 
end of the paper). Noise properties are shown in Fig. 12.
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